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Abstract

The explosive increase of research in “membrane-initiated” (also called  “non-genomic” or
“rapid” or “acute”) estrogen actions in the past ten years not only established them as legitimate but also
showed that they can activate many signaling pathways that can lead indirectly or even directly to the
modulation of genomic functions.  The latter raised the possibility that estrogens’ membrane-initiated
actions can synergize with their genomic actions.  We have turned this possibility into a reality by first
using cultured cells and then whole animals.  With cultured neuroblastoma and MCF-7 breast cancer
cells, we demonstrated that membrane-initiated estrogen actions could facilitate subthreshold doses of
estradiol to accomplish a transcriptional facilitation, and found that the facilitation was mediated, at
least in part, by pathways involving PKA and PKC.  Using the estrogen-dependent rodent female sexual
behavior, lordosis, as a study model, we found that implantation of a membrane-impermeable estrogen,
which by itself could not induce the behavior, in the hypothalamic ventromedial nucleus (VMN) of
female rats facilitated subthreshold estradiol similarly implanted later to induce lordosis.  These find-
ings, to our knowledge, comprise the first demonstration of the synergism between estrogen’s membrane-
initiated and genomic actions.  Consistent with our cell culture studies, the facilitation of lordosis
induction also required functioning PKA and PKC.

Several lines of evidence indicated that an increase in neuronal activity during the initial stage of
estrogen administration is required for the induction of lordosis.  Therefore, whether the activity of
VMN neurons is modulated by the membrane-initiated actions of the estrogen applied to the hypothalamus
was investigated.  With extracellular single-neuron recording of VMN cells in hypothalamic slices of
female rats, it was found that acutely applied estradiol (acute E2) could i) potentiate the excitation
mediated by two distinct types of receptors, G protein-coupled excitatory histamine (HA) receptors and
NMDA ion channel/receptors, and ii) attenuate inhibition caused by G protein-coupled inhibitory HA
receptors.  These findings raised the possibility that acute E2 can potentially working through three
independent mechanisms to modulate these responses.  This possibility was evaluated using whole cell
patch clamp studies.  Corresponding to extracellular recording findings, HA could evoke de- and/or
hyper-polarization, and NMDA could evoke only depolarization.  Acute application of E2 could, again,
potentiate HA and NMDA depolarization and attenuate HA hyperpolarization.  To search for mechanisms,
pharmacological analyses of HA responses were performed to define receptors responsible for excitation
and inhibition, and effects of acute E2 on individual types of HA receptors were studied.  Results from
these studies, together with current knowledge about HA receptors, point to a likely mechanism
underlying non-genomic estrogen modulations of HA responses: acute E2 inhibits K+ channels through
the facilitation of Gq/11 coupled to histaminergic H1 receptors, to potentiate HA depolarization/
excitation as well as to attenuate hyperpolarization/inhibition.  We also searched for mechanism(s)
underlying acute E2 potentiation of NMDA depolarization/excitation by characterizing NMDA actions.
We found that both NMDA and acute E2 could reduce afterhyperpolarizations, which are mediated by
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Introduction

Estrogens, and other steroid hormones as well,
have at least two categories of actions: the slow, clas-
sical genomic and the membrane-initiated actions
(20, 74, 77, 119, 124, 166, 178, 191).  Genomic ac-
tions , which are required for the induction of rodent
female sex behavior, lordosis (156), can be further
classified, according to their mediating pathways,
into: classical estrogen response element (ERE)-
dependent, ERE-independent and ligand-independent
genomic actions (13, 60, 141, 147-149).  They all
require estrogen receptors (ER), either bond to
estrogen or not, in the nucleus and, through binding to
ERE or protein-protein interactions, modulate gene
expressions.  Because the required gene modulation
and the subsequent synthesis of gene products take
time, genomic actions are slow, taking hours or even
days.  Membrane-initiated or non-genomic actions,
though less well-known, are now not only well estab-
lished but also enjoyed an explosive attention lately
because of their wide-ranging biological actions on a
wide variety of cell/tissue types, including brain cells.
The explosion can be revealed by literature search for
“estrogen and nongenomic” and compare the number
of papers published in the last ten years with those
before (163).  It is also reflected by the high review
article number of at least 19 in the past 4 years alone
(8, 13, 16, 24, 66, 77, 113, 114, 121, 126, 129, 158,
159, 163, 166, 167, 181, 191, 214).  Unlike genomic
actions, membrane-initiated actions do not require
nuclear ERs but are, with rare exceptions, mediated
by certain ERs in the membrane (mERs) and hence
are called membrane-initiated actions (167, 200).
These mERs may include, in addition to classical
ERs, some novel (158) and even unidentified ERs.
Most, if not all, of the membrane-initiated actions
are non-genomic.  They occur rapidly, observable in
seconds or few minutes after an acute application
of estrogens, and hence are often also referred to as
“rapid” or “acute” actions.  Hereafter, “acute estrogen”
or “acute E2” refers to acutely administered estrogens
that would act non-genomically.  Recently, however,
there are reports suggesting that membrane-initiated
actions can also regulate gene expressions in manners
distinctly different from those by genomic actions
(155, 165).  In the last few years we have explored and

found that genomic and membrane-initiated actions
can work synergistically and that the modulation of
ion channels by non-genomic actions is a very likely
link between these synergistic actions in neurons.
These explorations are discussed in the present review.

Non-Genomic Estrogen Actions on Neurons:
Some Important Characteristics

Because of their important influences on brain
functions, such as neuroprotection, neuroendocrine
regulations, cognitions and development, the non-
genomic actions of estrogens in the brain have been
studied intensively and reviewed extensively (8, 9,
24, 74, 77, 87, 89, 163, 166, 167, 178, 193, 194, 209).
With these excellent reviews available, here we will
only summarize some important characteristics of
rapid estrogen actions on neurons that are relevant
to our studies.

As mentioned above, in almost all the cases the
rapid non-genomic actions investigated are mediated
by certain estrogen receptors in the membrane (mER)
(119, 167, 200).  This conclusion was drawn mainly
from the use of conjugated estrogen (E-BSA and E-
dendrimer, E2-peroxidase) that are impermeable to
cell membrane (62, 65, 109, 186, 192), or agonists
(STX and G1) that could evoke rapid actions but
practically do not bind to classical ERs (ERα and
ERβ) (15, 161, 162).  However, the identity of mERs
has been and largely remains controversial and several
have been proposed.  The classical ERs, unspecified
non-classical ER-X, and the G protein coupled Gq-
mERs and recently identified orphan G protein-
coupled GPR30 (80, 119, 167, 200) have all been
shown to mediate rapid actions.  Furthermore, a
membrane-initiated response can be mediated by more
than one type of mERs, even in opposite ways (2,
179).  What we need to know more is whether different
types of mERs are tied to rapid actions on different
brain functions and whether they are differentially
distributed in different types of brain cells.

The influences of rapid actions on brain functions
can be attributed to two types of related actions:
activation of signaling pathways and alteration of
neuronal excitability through the modulation of ion
channels, pumps.  Acutely applied estrogens have
been reported to rapidly activate virtually all the

Ca++-activated K+ channels.  Therefore, attenuation of these channels appears to be one way acute E2 can
potentiate NMDA depolarization/excitation.  Thus, in the induction of lordosis at least, membrane-
initiated non-genomic estrogen actions appear to facilitate genomic actions by both activating signaling
pathways involving PKA and PKC and by inhibiting certain K+ channels.

Key Words: estrogens, estrogen receptors, ion cannels, modulation, single-unit activity, current clamp,
whole-cell recording, hypothalamic ventromedial nucleus.
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signaling systems known to exist (8, 24, 77, 163,
166).  Researchers with different interests tended to
look at different signaling systems and come up with
a wide variety of findings.  For example, researchers
studying neuronal activities looked for and found that
rapid actions of estrogens involved the activation
of PKA and PKC (79, 127, 209).  On the other hand,
neuroprotection researchers tended to emphasize on
MAPK and PI3K/AKt systems (24); and development
investigators have proposed the involvement of Src
and SHC in the activation of Ras/ERK pathways (8).
To complicate the situation further, different types
of mERs can be signaling pathway-specific.  For ex-
ample, in medial preoptic nucleus, acute estrogen
induced phosphorylation of CREB, but not that of
MAPK, was normal in both αERKO and βERKO
mice (1).  Also, stimulation GPR30 receptors is often
associated with the activation of MAPK and PI3K/
AKt pathway (158, 195).  With all these complications,
it remains to be clarified whether acutely applied
estrogens can rapidly activate all these signaling
pathways in all neurons or only certain types of
neurons or neurons at different stages of development
or health conditions.  If latter, whether the rapid
actions are dependent on the types of mER possessed
by a neuron of particular type or at a particular
developmental stage also need to be clarified.

Estrogenic alteration of neuronal activity is one
of the first, if not the first, hints of the existence of
non-genomic estrogen actions (reviewed in Reference
No. 167).  This together with the development of
patch clamp techniques led to investigations and
discoveries of rapid actions on ion channels.  Most of
such researches are performed on K+ and Ca++ channels
in cardiovascular smooth muscles and neurons.  The
most investigated ion channels are the L-type Ca++

and BK (big conductance Ca++- and voltage-dependent
K+) channels.  However, many kinds of estrogens can
rapidly modulate a wide variety of ion channels in
many tissue/cell types, both excitable as well as non-
excitable.  This is illustrated in Table 1, using estrogen
effects on K+ channels as examples.  The wide ranging
actions both in terms of the variety of estrogens and
ion channel indicate that the rapid estrogen actions
are functionally important.

In the present review,  we will use our studies on
the estrogen induction of rodent female sexual
behavior, lordosis, to illustrate that rapid estrogen
actions have biological function through, at least in
part, modulation of certain ion channels.

Synergistic Membrane-Initiated Actions with
Genomic Actions

As mentioned above, rapid estrogen actions
can activate many signaling systems.  Since some

of the signaling messengers, such as AC/PKA/CREB/
CRE, MAPK, PI3K/AKt and PKC, can modulate
genomic functions (13, 24, 163, 166), we hypothesized
that the rapid actions can work synergistically with
the genomic actions.  To evaluate the hypothesis, we
first employed neuroblastoma cells transfected with
human ERα, and estrogens were administered with a
two-pulse paradigm, consisting of  two short (2 h, but
could be as short as 20 min) pulses of sub-threshold
doses of estrogens separated by four hours (192).
This paradigm allows us to administer E2-BSA
(estradiol conjugated to bovine serum albumin), which
is membrane-limited, and the unconjugated E2 in
separate pulses to induce membrane-initiated and
genomic actions, respectively.  Successful induc-
tion of genomic action, manifested by a significant
increase in luciferase activity, was observed when
E2-BSA was the first and E2 in the second pulse (or
E2-BSA + E2) (Fig. 1), but not when either estrogen
alone was applied in either pulse.  Interestingly, when
the order of the application was reversed, that is,
E2 in the first and E2-BSA in the second pulse (E2 +
E2-BSA), no induction of genomic action was ob-
served, even though the doses of the estrogens were
the same.  These results indicate that the two estrogen
actions, the membrane-initiated (rapid) and the ge-
nomic, can synergize but only when the former take
place first.

Both types of estrogen actions were apparently
mediated through the transfected hERα, because
there were little or no other ER in these cells and be-
cause co-administration of ICI 182,780, an estrogen
antagonist, with either E2 or E2-BSA blocked the
induction of the genomic action.

We also explored the possible signaling path-
ways underlying the synergism.  Co-administration
of either PKC inhibitor, chelerythrine, or PKA
inhibitor, Rp-cAMPS, with E2-BSA, but not with E2,
blocked the induction of genomic action (Fig. 1).
These findings indicate that the membrane-initiated
actions work through both the PKC and PKA signaling
pathways to facilitate the genomic action.  Both
pathways are required but whether they work in series
or in parallel remained to be determined.

To assure that the synergism observed in neuro-
blastoma cells was a phenomenon general to estrogen-
responsive cells and not merely unique only to these
cells transfected with hERα, similar experiments were
conducted on the breast cancer cell line, MCF-7 cells
(45).  This latter cell line is rich in natural ERs, and no
ER transfection is necessary.  Obviously because of
this richness, MCF-7 cells are much more responsive
to estrogens than neuroblastoma cells, and much lower
dose (10-11 instead of 10-9 M) and shorter pulse (15
min instead of 2 h) had to be used.  Other than this,
the results from both cell lines are similar, that is,
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Table 1.  Modulation of a wide variety of K+ channels in a wide variety of tissues/cells by various estrogens

Estrogens
K Channel

                  Tissue/cell type (followed by cases studied)   Effectsc

and
subtypes

Excitable
Non-excitable ↑ ↓

Refs
related agentsa

Neurons smooth muscles

E2; TRH unspecified GnRH; VMN
a pituitary

2 1 (49, 78, 104, 127)cell line

E2; E2-BSA;
α-E2; 2-

Colonicmethoxy-E2;
myocyte, 3; MCF-7, 2;

(7, 31, 34, 35,
PPT; DPN; ICI;

vascular, 5; HEK293 cells;
46-48, 90, 93,

Tmf; 4-OH Tmf; BK area postrema
cavernous, 1, CHO cells;

 15  2 115, 135, 138,
Ethylbromide

sup. mesenteric fibroblast
168, 190, 198,

Tmf; genistein;
arterial ring, 1

203, 205)
daidzein;

gensenoside Re.

E2; tamoxifen; parabrachial
cardiactoremifene;

delayed rectifier
nucleus; 1°

myocytes, 3; Neuro-blastoma 1 6
(51, 56, 63, 96,

roloxifene; hypothalamic
myo-metrium

118, 145, 213)
gensenoside Re. culture; VMN;

med amygdala;
ventricular (23, 30, 132,E2, genistein Kir ARC, VMN,
myocytes, 2

Osteo-clasts, 2; 2 4
146, 213)hypothalamus

E2; genistein;  cardiac, 3; aorta;
pancreatic

(39, 111, 112,
diethyl- KATP aortic rings;

ss-cell
3 4  123, 133, 144,

stilbestrol portal vein, 188)

E2; E2-BSA;
POA,

sup.
genistein; SK (IAHP)

GABAergic;
mesenteric 1 3 (26, 88, 138, 196)

daidzein.
hippocampal

arterial ringCA1

E2; genistein IA
colonic

CHO 2 (6, 215)myocytes

E2; tamoxifen. IKS stria vascularis glial cells 2 (110, 180)

E2
GIRK/GABAB DA neurons 1 (86, 106)Receptor

E2
GIRK/µ-opioid POMC,

1 (79, 86, 105)Receptor β-endorphin

E2 Kca Myo-metrium 1 (145)

E2 non-selective
mesenteric

1 (189)artery rings

aortic
E2 rapid transient endothelial 1 (171)

cells

E2
resting K+

VMN 1 (127)conductance

E2 Iminkb Xenopus oocytes 1 (197)
α, E2, 17β-estradiol; E2-BSA, E2 conjugated to bovine serum albumin; 2-methoxyestradiol, a metabolite of estradiol; α-E2, 17α-
estradiol, the isomer of E2; ICI, ICI 182 780; Tmf, tamoxifen; Tmf and 4-OH Tmf are xenoestrogens, which may act like estrogen but
are not steroid; Ethylbromide tamoxifen, membrane-impermeable tamoxifen; PPT, 4,4',4"-(4-Propyl-[1H]-pyrazole-1,3,5-triyl)trisphenol,
an ERα agonist; DPN, 2,3-bis(4-Hydroxyphenyl)-propionitrile, an ERβ agonist; gensenoside Re, a phytoestrogen; toremifene, an anti-
estrogen; genistein, a protein tyrosine kinase inhibitor.
b, minK protein induced K+ channels.
c, ↑ indicates activation or enhancement, and would lead to hyperpolarization; ↓, indicates blockade, inhibition or attenuation and would
lead to depolarization.  The numbers below signs indicate cases studied.
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E2-BSA (filtered to remove possible free E2) in the
first pulse can facilitate the sub-threshold dose of E2
in the second pulse.  Furthermore, the E2-BSA in the
first pulse could be substituted by a PKC activator
PDAc (phorbol 12,13-diacetate) or PMA (phorbol
12-myristate 13-acetate).  Conversely, co-administra-
tion of a PKC inhibitor, chelerythrine or H7, with E2-
BSA in the first pulse blocked the induction of genomic
action.  Thus, the synergism between estrogen’s
membrane-initiated and genomic actions appears to
be a general phenomenon that required at least the
pathway involving PKC.

Facilitation of Genomic Actions by
Non-Genomic Actions in Inducing Lordosis

The findings above are all from in vitro cultured
cells.  Therefore, whether the synergism can also
occur in vivo and is physiologically functioning need
to be evaluated.  So, in the next study (100) the female
sexual behavior, lordosis, of rats was used as a study

model to evaluate the synergism in vivo.  This behavior
was chosen because it is estrogen-dependent, requiring
the genomic action of estrogen (94, 156).  Thus, in-
stead of the activity of luciferase in vitro we are now
using lordosis induced by in vivo estrogen as the end
point of genomic action.

Lordosis can be induced with  tiny amounts of
E2 placed directly in the hypothalamic ventromedial
nucleus (VMN) (40), which is rich in ER-containing
cells and which also is essential for estrogen induction
of lordosis (156).  To deliver estrogens and other
agents to the VMN, ovariectomized rats were fitted
with double cranial cannulae targeting to VMN.  Inner
cannulae filled with E2, filtered E2-BSA and/or protein
kinase activators or inhibitors were used to deliver
the test agents.  In order to limit the exposure of the
VMN to the test agents to the time when the inner
cannulae were inserted, crystalline E2 was used and
the filtered E2-BSA and other agents were dissolved
in agar jell.  The two pulse paradigm was again
employed with pulse duration ranging from 15 min to
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Fig. 1. E-BSA potentiation of E2’s induction of luciferase activity requires the activities of protein kinase A (PKA) and PKC and
intracellular Ca2+.   Treatment of neuroblastoma cells with Chelerythrine, Rp-cAMPS and BAPTA-AM to inhibit PKC, PKA
and to chelate intracellular Ca2+, respectively, during E-BSA (10-9 M, in 3rd, 6th and 9th bars from left), but not during E2
(4th, 7th and 10th bars), pulses blocked the potentiation.  These blockades and the facts that each inhibitor given alone (5th, 8th

and 11th bars) had no effect, indicate that the activities of PKA and PKC and intracellular Ca2+ are required for E-BSA action.
Results, plotted as fold over vehicle control (1st Bar), represent means ± SEM (n = 8/treatment group from replicate experiments).
Statistical analysis was done using one way ANOVA with Student Newman Keuls posthoc test to compare between treatment
groups.  a: P < 0.001 compared to vehicle control.  b: P < 0.01, and  c,d,e: P < 0.001, all compared to E-BSA given in
the 1st pulse followed by E2 in the 2nd pulse.  The duration for each pulse is 2 h.  Abbreviations: E2, 17β-estradiol; E-BSA,
17β-estradiol conjugated to bovine serum albumin.  (This figure is cited from Fig. 3 of Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 98: 12267,
2001).
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2 h and pulses separated by 5 h.  The rats were also
given progesterone 44 h after estrogen pulses and
tested for behavior 4-6 h later.  The behavior was
scored as lordosis quotient (LQ) [(number of lordosis/
number of mount by male) × 100].

The results are summarized in Fig. 2.  We first
used a single long pulse to test the efficiency of the
agent delivering system.  E2 applied for 8 hrs induced
maximal LQ.  In contrast, E2-BSA for 8 hrs failed to
induce any lordosis.  Obviously, membrane-initiated
or rapid action alone was not sufficient to induce lor-
dosis, indicating, again, that the classical genomic
action is required.

With two pulses, the results are similar to those
from in vitro studies, that is, membrane-initiated
action by E2-BSA can synergize with the genomic
action by E2 in vivo to induce lordosis in whole

animal.  Administering E2-BSA in the first and E2 in
the second pulse (E2-BSA + E2) was effective in
inducing lordosis and was as effective as with E2 + E2
(Fig. 2).  Some lordoses were still induced when the
first pulse E2-BSA was reduced from 2 h down to 20
min.  One surprising finding was that administered in
reverse order, that is, E2 + E2-BSA, could still induce
lordosis, although less effective than E2-BSA + E2.
This is different from in vitro finding.  The reason for
this discrepancy is not known.  However, in in vitro
studies, non-excitable cells were used but in this in
vivo behavioral study estrogens were applied on
hypothalamic neurons.  In hypothalamic neurons rapid
estrogen actions, at least in modulating ion channels,
can be sustained for long time (196).  It is possible
that, like the rapid actions, the genomic action in
hypothalamic neurons induced by E2 in the first pulse

Fig. 2. E-BSA and estradiol (E) act synergistically in the hypothalamic ventromedial nucleus to induce lordosis in female rats.
E-BSA (E', unfiltered; fE', filtered) and E were given in two pulses 5 h apart.  The lordosis induced was measured as Lordosis
Quotient (maximum 100).  Control group 1 (Ctrl 1) was treated with (1st + 2nd pulses) Chol + E, O + E (empty cannulae + E),
BSA + E or E + BSA, and practically no lordosis was induced. This result established that up to 2 hrs of E was subthreshold for
inducing lordosis.  Control group 2 (Ctrl 2) was treated with Chol + fE' or fE' + Chol that induced no lordosis (NL).  As positive
controls, rats were treated with E for 8 h (n = 4, 3rd bar from left) or with E + E at 2 h each (n = 4, 5th bar) and very strong lordosis
and full LQ were confirmed.  For E + E, duration of 1 h each (9th bar) or even 15 min + 1 h (12th bar) were sufficient.  In con-
trast, 8 h of E' (4th bar) or 2 h each of fE' (8th bar) produced no lordosis, indicating that membrane-initiated actions alone
were not sufficient for inducing lordosis.  However, when combined with E, either in fE' + E or E + fE', lordosis was induced,
indicating that membrane-initiated and genomic action can act synergistically to induce lordosis.  For groups that the number
of rats used was not specified, n ranged from 5 to 22.  One-way ANOVA, compared to Ctrls: a, P < 0.0005; b, P < 0.005; and
c, P < 0.05; and compared to each other: d vs. d, P < 0.05.  Abbreviations: BSA, bovine serum albumin; Chol, cholesterol;
E-BSA, E conjugated to BSA; NL, no lordosis.  Chol, E2 and BSA were tamped into inner cannulae and E2-BSA was dissolve
in 3% agar-saline to the concentration of 0.5 mg/ml and then filled into inner cannulae by punching.  (This figure is cited from
Fig. 1 of Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 101: 12354, 2004).
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might also sustain longer than that in neuroblastoma
cells and was long enough to synergize with the
membrane-initiated actions induced by E2-BSA in
the second pulse to induce lordosis.

The signaling mechanisms underlying the in
vivo synergism were, again, explored.  It was found
that in the induction of lordosis with the E2-BSA + E2
administration, the E2-BSA could be replaced, and its
action mimicked, by a PKC activator, PDAc or PMA,
or a PKA activator, Sp-cAMP.  Interestingly, as in
estrogen administrations, applying E2 first and then
PKA activator was also effective, albeit less so.  Thus,
in in vivo situation, too, both PKA and PKC path-
ways are required for the synergism.  The findings of
involving both PKA and PKC are similar to those
reported by Martin Kelly’s group (79).  Since the
protein kinases can enhance ER functions by phos-
phorylating ERs ((32, 107) and references therein),
our findings suggest that phosphorylation of ERs is
one mechanism underlying membrane-initiated
actions’ facilitation of genomic action.

Thus, our findings so far show that: [1] the
membrane-initiated or rapid action elicited by the
membrane-impermeable E2-BSA can facilitate sub-
threshold doses of E2 to induce genomic action; [2]
this facilitation/synergism occurs in both in vitro and
in vivo situations, and hence, is a general biological
phenomenon; and [3] the facilitatory membrane-
initiated action was mediated, at least in part, by
signaling pathways involving PKA and PKC.

Facilitation of Estrogen Induction of Lordosis
by Non-Genomic Actions on VMN Neurons

Certain Signaling Pathways Are Required

In the above mentioned behavioral study, we
showed that the application of the membrane-
impermeable E2-BSA to neurons in the ventromedial
hypothalamus could facilitate the induction of lordosis
by subthreshold E2.  The question now is what is the
mechanism(s) underlying this facilitation.  One very
likely possibility is, of course, the activation of certain
signaling pathways.  As mentioned above, rapid es-
trogen actions can activate many signaling systems,
and at least some of them can modulate genomic
functions.  This possibility is further supported by our
findings mentioned above that the synergy between
membrane-initiated and genomic actions was blocked
by the inhibition of PKA or PKC (100, 192); and the
membrane-initiated actions could be mimicked by the
activation of either of these two kinases (45, 100).
Thus, at least, the pathways involving PKA and PKC
are required for the synergy.

Neuronal Activity Is Also Necessary

However, the activation of signaling systems
does not seem to be sufficient and is only part of the
story, at least for the estrogen induction of lordosis.
The enhancement of neuronal activity by estrogens
seemed also to be involved.  This is indicated by the
following two lines of evidence.  First, estrogens can
rapidly (within minutes or seconds) modulate the
activity of hypothalamic neurons when administered
either by systemic injection (206) or iontophoretically
applied directly on the neurons (81-85).  Second,
neuronal activity at the beginning of estrogen priming
is critical for estrogen induction of lordosis.  This is
shown by two different studies.  In one, administration
of estradiol while, but not after, the rats were anesthe-
tized (hence neuronal activity suppressed) with pento-
barbital or two other shorter-lasting anesthetics
practically prevented estrogen’s induction of lordosis,
but not the induction of uterine weight increase (169).
Pentobarbital (and presumably other anesthetics as
well) could suppress not only the resting neuronal
activity but also the excitation evoked by a neu-
rotransmitter (96).  Similarly, the induction of lordosis
by the implantation of E2 into the VMN was also
severely inhibited by simultaneous systemic injection
of β-endorphin (187).  Like anesthetics, β-endorphin
also inhibits neuronal activity; it binds to all three
opioid receptor subtypes and all opioid receptors in
the VMN mediate inhibition on neuronal activity
(210).  Together, these lines of evidence indicate that
the rapid modulation of neuronal activity by estrogen
at the beginning of estrogen priming can modulate
neuronal activity and this modulation is required for
the induction of lordosis.  In this connection it is to be
noted that VMN neurons, which are silent or nearly so
and hence are sensitive to potentiation, are important
for estrogen action (25).  Neuronal activity in VMN
may also help genomic estrogen action because we
found that once lordosis is induced by estrogen,
activity of VMN neurons is required to maintain the
behavior (64).  Indeed, electrical activity has been
linked to gene expression in central (91, 136, 137,
208) and peripheral neurons (92).

Rapid Estrogen Actions Potentiate Neuronal Excitations
and Attenuate Inhibition, But Have No Effect on Basal
Activity

The questions then are what did the estrogens do
to VMN neurons and how did they do it.  As an initial
attempt to answer these questions, a single-unit
recording study was carried out (96).  Action potentials
of single VMN neurons were recorded extracellularly
from hypothalamic slices prepared from ovariec-
tomized rats.  Initially a neuron’s resting activity and
responses to histamine (HA) were used to assess the
effects of acutely applied E2.  HA was chosen because
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it can act through at least three HA receptor subtypes
coupled to three different G protein systems to evoke
different responses (22). Therefore, if HA responses
were modulated by acute E2, the type of response
affected would lead us to the G protein system
modulated.  Estrogen action was tested as illustrated
in Fig. 3.  HA (5 µM) was applied repeatedly and just
before the second (sometimes the third) HA application
E2 (10 nM) was added to the bath for up to 20 min and
then washed out.  As shown in Fig. 3A, a brief ex-
posure of the VMN neuron to E2 reversibly potentiated
its excitatory response (increase in firing rate) to HA.
HA could also inhibit neuronal activity and, inter-
estingly, the inhibition could be abbreviated by the
acutely applied E2 (Fig. 3B).  These modulations
were specifically due to the exposure to E2, because
control application of vehicle (Fig. 3C) or other steroid
hormones (see below) had no such effect.  Our earlier
investigations indicated that, in rat hypothalamus,
HA receptor H1 is responsible for mediating excitatory

and H2 for inhibitory action (75, 99).  Accordingly,
our findings would suggest that acutely applied E2
can modulate both H1 and H2 receptor systems,
including the G proteins coupled to them.  However,
as we found out later (see below) the situation is a
little simpler than that.  Anyway, the net effect of the
acute estrogen is an increase in neuronal excitation.

The findings about estrogen modulation of HA
responses made us wonder whether estrogens modulate
only the actions mediated by G protein coupled re-
ceptors (GPCRs).  To investigate this we then tested
both HA and NMDA (N-Methyl-D-aspartic acid) to-
gether (Fig. 4).  NMDA is a glutamate agonist, whose
receptor is a ligand-gated ion channel that does not
require G protein activation.  As shown in Fig. 4, E2 can
rapidly potentiate the excitations by HA and NMDA.
However, the E2 effects varied in different VMN
neurons: E2 might potentiate excitation by HA alone
(Fig. 4A), both HA and NMDA (Fig. 4B) or NMDA
alone (Fig. 4C).  A careful examination and analysis

Fig. 3. Acute E (estradiol) reversibly potentiates the excitation and attenuates the inhibition by HA (histamine, 5 µM).  Each firing
rate histogram displays the firing activity of a single VMN neuron (A, B, C) as a function of time.  Arrows indicate the time point
when HA was administered and horizontal lines indicate the duration of applications of E or vehicle.  In neuron A, the excitatory
response to HA was potentiated to 177% of control values by E (compare two vertical ovals), and recovered back to 126% during
washout.  In neuron B, the duration of HA-caused suppression of firing was abbreviated by E to 39% (compare two horizontal
ovals) and recovered eventually to 94%.  In neuron C, vehicle administration caused no change; the second and third responses
to HA are 92% and 98%, respectively, of the pre-vehicle response. (This figure is cited from Fig. 2 of Brain Research 1043:
124, 2005 with the permission from Nova Science Publishers, Inc.).
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revealed that the excitations evoked by these two
excitants were independently modulated by acute E2.

In addition to examining responses to the trans-
mitter agents, the basal activity was also measured.
There was no significant difference in the firing rate
before and during E2 (just before HA or NMDA ap-
plication) administration, whether a neuron’s response
to HA and/or NMDA was modulated by E2 or not.  As
expected, the basal firing rate was not affected by
control vehicle perfusion, either.  The stability of the
basal firing rate can be seen in both Figs. 3 and 4, and
indicates that the VMN neurons observed in the study
were healthy and stable over the observation period.
More importantly, the lack of a change in basal activity
by E2 suggests that E2 modulated only the responsive-
ness and not the membrane potential of the neuron.
This, indeed, was confirmed later in our patch clamp
studies.

Thus, our single-unit recording study showed
that E2 can potentiate excitatory as well as attenuate

inhibitory responses.  These estrogen modulations
would result in a net increase in excitation and, ac-
cording to the effects of anesthetization and β-
endorphin discussed above, this excitation increase
would be required for the induction of lordosis.  E2
can modulate two kinds of responses mediated by
excitatory and inhibitory GPCRs, respectively, and
responses to a ligand-gated ion channel.  Therefore, it
may modulate neuronal responses with as many as
three mechanisms.  What are these mechanisms?  Are
they entirely independent or partly overlapped?  Can
there still be a unified mechanism underlying the
seemingly different ways of modulation?  Attempts to
answer these questions were made with the following
patch clamp recordings.

Modulation of E2 on Ion Channels without the
Activation of Neurotransmitter Receptors

Ion channels, especially K+ channels, are basic
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Fig. 4. Acute E can potentiate excitatory response caused by NMDA alone (A), by both NMDA and HA (B) or by HA alone (C).
The convention for this figure is the same as in Fig. 3.  Excitatory responses to NMDA (thin arrows) and HA (thick arrows) were
recorded from three VMN neurons (A, B, C).  In neuron A, NMDA excitation was potentiated to 188% of control by E, but HA
excitation was not potentiated. In neuron B, the potentiation of NMDA by E was so strong that toward the end of the E infusion
there was a depolarization block (the excitation was cut short and the firing rate decreased below the pre-NMDA level) during
the second NMDA excitation.  Otherwise, the NMDA excitation would be much greater.  Such a potentiation was not due to
sensitization by the preceding HA, because in neuron C, the HA response was potentiated to 274% of control, but the following
NMDA excitation was not potentiated.  Note that the order of transmitter administration was different among A and B or C.
The concentration for HA was 5 µM in every case and that for NMDA was 10 µM for neuron A and B, and 5 µM for neuron C.
(This figure is cited from Fig. 3 of Brain Research 1043: 124, 2005 with permission from Nova Science Publishers, Inc.).
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regulators for setting neuronal (and muscle) ex-
citability.  Once the channels are modulated, the
excitability to stimulation of a transmitter receptor
will be altered, even if the receptor system per se
was not affected.  Therefore, although responses to
HA and NMDA are mediated by different receptors,
they can still be modulated by E2 with a single
mechanism – direct modulation of ion channels by
acute E2.

Estrogens can modulate ion channels directly in
at least two says.  One is by binding directly to ion
channels to alter their characteristics.  Indeed, estro-
gens have been reported to bind directly to BK (93,
190), another K+ channel, Slack (212), and nicotinic
receptors (152) to modulate membrane currents.  This
ion channel binding capability is also shared by other
steroid hormones (18, 70) and hence, may be a common
non-genomic steroid action.  Another way estrogens
can modulate ion channels is by activating signaling
pathways, which may modulate the channels by
phosphorylation or other means.  For examples, estro-
gens can modulate L-type Ca++ channels through
cAMP and PKC(62) or cAMP (134); Ca++ influx
through Gi/o and PLC (116); NMDA channels through
a src tyrosine kinase and MAPK (140); BK through
c-Src/PI3K/Akt and eNOS (135), cGMP/PKG (203)
or cGMP (168); GIRK channels (79) through PKA
and PKC pathways; delayed rectifier K+ channels
through tyrosine kinase (51); resting K+ conductance

through Gs/cAMP (127).
In view of the above examples, it is very likely

that E2 could modulate neuronal responses to HA and
NMDA by, at least in part, affecting the ion channels
underlying these responses.  To evaluate this possi-
bility, we undertook a patch clamp recording study, in
which E2 alone was again applied acutely (98).
However, unlike the previous study, no HA, NMDA
or any other transmitter agents was employed, in
order to avoid activating their receptors and the
signaling systems coupled to them.  Whole-cell cur-
rents were recorded from VMN neurons in hypotha-
lamic slices prepared from 2- to 5-week old female
rat pups.  This preparation is relevant for studying
estrogen actions because female rats at these young
ages could be induced to show lordosis in response to
estradiol treatment (94).  Once whole-cell recording
was achieved, a depolarizing step and a ramp were
used to respectively evoke inward and outward
currents (Fig. 5).  As illustrated in Fig. 5, acutely
applied E2 could reversibly enhance inward (Fig. 5A)
and attenuate outward currents (Fig. 5B).  The estro-
gen modulations occurred rapidly, within 5 min, and
kept increasing at and may be beyond the end of the
observation period of 15 min.  The inward current
appeared to be purely carried by Na+, because it was
completely abolished by Na+ channel blocker, TTX
(tetrodotoxin, 1 µM) or by replacing all the Na+ in the
artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) used to perifuse

Fig. 5. Examples for the reversible effects of acute E2 application on potentiating inward and attenuating outward currents.
A, inward currents were evoked with a depolarizing voltage step (inset).  The amplitude of pretreatment (Pre) current was
increased by 10 min of continuous E2 superfusion (E10') and recovered more than halfway after 20 min of washing (W20').
B, outward currents evoked by a voltage ramp (inset) were decreased at E5' and further at E15', and recovered completely after
5 min of washing (W5').  Note, the traces for Pre and W5' are almost completely overlapped. (This figure is cited from Fig. 1
of Brain Research 1116: 1, 2006 with permission from Nova Science Publishers, Inc.).
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the hypothalamic slice with impermeable choline ion,
but was not reduced by K+ or Ca++ channel blockers,
TEA (tetraethylammonium, 40 mM) or Cd++ (100
µM), respectively.  The outward current, on the other
hand, appeared to be mainly, if not entirely, K+ current.
It was practically abolished by TEA, but not by TTX,
Cd++ or the choline replacement.  Furthermore, based
on its kinetics, the outward current can be classified
as delayed rectifier.  Thus, our whole-cell recording
findings suggest that acutely applied E2 alone can
enhance inward Na+ current and attenuate delayed
rectifier K+ current, but has no effect on Ca++ currents.
Both of these modulations would potentiate excitatory
and attenuate inhibitory responses and, hence can
explain the results of our single-unit recording study.
Since no transmitter agent was added, our findings
also suggest that E2 can modulate ion channels
directly.

With whole-cell recording, the currents mea-
sured are macro.  The observed lack of E2 effect on
whole-cell Ca++ currents does not exclude the possi-
bility of subtle influences.  However, since unob-
servable in whole-cell patch, such subtle influences,
if exist, are unlikely to be critical for regulating
neuronal excitability.  Alteration in Na+ channel would
change the extent of excitation but would have little
effect on the excitability.  This leaves E2 attenuation
of outward K+ currents as the most important non-
genomic actions in E2 modulation of HA and NMDA
responses.  The question now is: which K+ channel
(s), the delayed rectifier and/or others, is modulated
by E2?  The strategy to answer these questions is to
identify the currents/channels underlying the three
responses to HA and NMDA and then determine
whether they are modulated by E2.

Membrane Mechanisms of HA Actions and E2
Modulation

HA Can Cause De- and Hyper-Polarization of VMN
Neurons and Both Responses Are Modulated by E2

Following the above strategy, another whole-
cell patch clamp study was conducted (154).  Under
current clamp mode, it was found that bath applied
HA caused slow and small depolarizations that would
result in neuronal excitation and hyperpolariza-
tions that would lead to inhibition in 17 and 4 VMN
neurons, respectively.  Of the 17 HA depolarized
neurons, acute E2 significantly potentiated 7 by 80%,
attenuated one and had no effect on the remaining 9.
All four HA hyperpolarizations were significantly
attenuated by 66% by E2.  From these results, it ap-
peared that acute E2 potentiates HA depolarization
and attenuates HA hyperpolarization to respectively
enhances neuronal excitation and abbreviates inhibi-

tion by HA observed in our single-unit recording
(96).

The HA depolarization was not affected by the
Na+ channel blocker, TTX (1 µM, n = 8), but was
attenuated by 52% (n = 6) by Ca++ channel blockers,
Cd++ or La++ (100-200 µM) and more severely by 65%
(n = 5) by K+ channel blocker, TEA (40 mM) (154).
These pharmacological analyses indicate that HA
depolarizations involve Ca++ and K+ channels.  Since
Ca++ currents, at least at whole-cell level, in VMN
neurons are not modulated by acute E2 (98), the E2
potentiation of HA depolarization must be due mainly,
if not entirely, to its modulation of K+ channels.

In the VMN, as in Arcuate or Paraventricular Nuclei,
HA Receptor Subtypes H1 and H2, Which Mediate
Depolarization and Hyperpolarization Respectively,
Coexist in Individual Neurons

Before identifying the K+ channels responsible
for E2 modulation of HA responses, we needed to
determine the HA receptor subtypes mediating the
responses modulated.  Our earlier pharmacological
analyses of HA actions on arcuate (75) and paraven-
tricular neurons (99) indicate that HA excitation and
inhibition are mediated, respectively, by HA receptor
subtype H1 and H2.  To determine whether this is also
true for VMN neurons, a pharmacological study was
conducted (50).  As in other hypothalamic neurons,
depolarizing and hyperpolarizing actions of HA on
VMN neurons were mimicked, respectively, by
agonists for H1 (betahistidine) and H2 (dimaprit).
Consistent with this, HA depolarization and hyper-
polarization could be blocked by antagonists for H1
(mepyramine) and H2 (cimetidine), respectively.
Since H2 was reported to mediate excitation elsewhere
and since the subtype known to mediate inhibition,
H3, exists in hypothalamus, albeit only at low density
(22), attempts were made to look for H3 in the VMN
with a H3 antagonist, thioperamide (52, 59).  In the
preliminary study, this H3 antagonist affected neither
HA depolarization (n = 5) or hyperpolarization (n =
2), although it could by itself hyperpolarize the
membrane potential.  There is a newly cloned subtype,
H4.  This subtype expresses predominantly in the
peripheral tissues (41, 143) and hence, is not examined
here.  Thus, in rat VMN, HA de- and hyperpolariza-
tions appear to be mediated through H1 and H2 re-
ceptors, respectively.

Furthermore, our pharmacological analyses
revealed additional interesting findings.  HA could
sometimes evoke biphasic depolarized/hyper-
polarized responses.  Biphasic responses seemed to
be common, at least for VMN neurons, to monoaminer-
gic neurotransmitters, which have receptor subtypes
mediating opposite actions; they have been observed
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for cholinergic agents (103), norepinephrine (97, 101),
and serotonin (102, 150, 151) in our earlier studies
and they were the results of the coexistence of receptor
subtypes mediating opposite responses.  Therefore, it
is very likely that HA receptors mediating de- and
hyper-polarizations, namely H1 and H2, coexist in
individual VMN neurons.  This possibility was evalu-
ated and supported by findings: 1) a biphasic de-/
hyper-polarization could be converted into a pure
hyperpolarization response by H1 antagonist; 2) a
hyperpolarization could be enhanced to a greater
hyperpolarization by H1 antagonist; 3) likewise but
conversely, a depolarization could be enhanced by
H2 antagonist and 4) in a preliminary double label
immunocytochemistry study using two antibodies
tagged with different fluorescent dyes  [Rabbit anti-
H1-R and Goat anti-H2-R (Jackson Immunoresearch)
conjugated respectively to Cy-3 and Cy-2] to label H1
and H2 receptors, 4 out 4 fluorescent VMN cells
observed were double labeled.  These intriguing
findings strongly indicate that, as in other hypotha-
lamic areas, both the depolarization-mediating H1
and the hyperpolarization-mediating H2 receptors
co-localize in individual VMN neurons, and that the
net HA response of the neuron is the sum of the
actions mediated by these receptors.  More impor-
tantly, they also illustrate that by modulating one
receptor type, either H1 or H2 alone, one can alter the
net HA response, regardless of whether it is a de- or
hyper-polarization.

Acute E2 Modulates Only the H1 and Not the H2 System

The above conclusion raised the question of
whether acute E2 potentiates excitation/depolariza-
tion and attenuates inhibition/hyperpolarization by
modulating both H1 and H2 systems or just one
system, and if latter, which one.  To answer this, we
used H1 and H2 agonists to respectively evoke “pure”
de- and hyper-polarizations.  In a given experiments,
one agonist, betahistidine (H1) or dimaprit (H2), was
repeatedly pressure ejected with a Picospritzer on to
the recording site.  Once the response to the agonist
was stabilized, E2 (50 nM) was applied through the
bath.  In 7 VMN neurons depolarized by H1 agonist,
acute E2 reversibly potentiated the response by 104.
3 ± 15.9% (i.e., more than doubled).  In contrast, none
of the 8 neurons hyperpolarized by H2 agonist was
affected by acute E2 (changed only -0.28 ± 4%).  The
modulation of depolarization appeared to be E2-
specific because in another 6 VMN neurons, 4
depolarized by betahistidine and 2 hyperpolarized by
dimaprit, acute application of another steroid hormone,
testosterone (50 nM), had no effect (Lovett-Barron
et al., ’08, results presented at Rockefeller University
SURF program).  Thus, only the H1-Gq/11, and not

the H2-Gs or H3-Gi/o, system appeared to be sensitive
to the modulation by rapid estrogen actions.

Incidentally, it is interesting to note that although
both α1- and β-adrenergic receptor (β-AdR) agonists
could inhibit IAHP mediated through SK (small
conductance Ca++-activated K+ channel), only the
action of agonist for α1-AdR, which is coupled to
Gq/11-PLC, and not that for β-AdR, which is coupled
to Gs-adenylyl cyclase, was potentiated by E2 (196).
Also, in pig ovarian granulosa cells, E2 (and two
other steroid hormones as well) could activate PLC-β
but had no effect on cAMP (117).  It seems that,
among GPCRs, the ones coupled to G protein-PI-PLC
are preferred by estrogens (and other steroids).  Thus,
estrogen modulation of Gq/11-coupled receptors, such
as histaminergic H1 and α1-AdR, and not H2 or β-
AdR, may not be an accidental occurrence.

Mechanism of Acute E2 Modulation of HA Responses -
a Hypothesis

The finding that E2 modulates only H1 receptor
system, which is coupled to Gq/11, greatly simplifies
our search for the mechanism by raising an interesting
possibility.  Recent investigations of G protein coupled
receptors (GPCRs) regulation of ion channels have
strongly implicated that the membrane phosphoi-
nositide phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2)
plays a central role (183, 184).  Briefly, in a resting
state, PIP2 would electrostatically conjugate to a
wide variety of K+ (and some Ca++) channels and
keeping them functioning.  When a Gq/11-coupled
receptor, such as histaminergic H1, is activated by a
transmitter agent, Gq/11 is stimulated resulting in the
activation of PLC-β (phospholipase C-β), which in
turn causes the hydrolysis of PIP2 into DAG
(diacylglycerol) and IP3 [inositol-(1,4,5)-triphos-
phate].  The break down of the PIP2 releases ion
channels from the electrostatic conjugation and
inactivates the channels, leading to their inhibition.
Stimulation of mAChR (muscarinic acetylcholine
receptor) M1 or LHRH (luteinizing-hormone releasing
hormone) receptors resulting in the inhibition of M
potassium channel are notable examples (42, 57).
Since H1 is coupled to Gq/11, our observed VMN neu-
ron depolarizations by HA or the H1 agonist are very
likely to be due to the inhibition of K+ channels re-
sulting from PIP2 break down.

Based on the GPCR-Gq/11-PIP2-K+ channels
scheme, neuronal excitability can be enhanced by
decreasing the PIP2-K+ channel binding to inhibit K+

channels.  There are several obvious ways, such as
enhancing the activity of Gq/11-PLC, reducing the
quantity of PIP2, and decreasing the affinity of the
bonding between PIP2 and channels.  Estrogens can
accomplish all these and more through their non-
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genomic actions.  These non-genomic actions are
depicted in Fig. 6.  Acutely applied estrogens have
been reported to activate phosphatidylinositol-specific
phospholipase C (PI-PLC or PIP2-PLC or PLC-β),
through different types of ERs, in breast cancer cell
line MCF-7 (19, 61), osteoblasts (108), pig ovarian
granulose cells (117) and cultured rat hippocampal
neurons (17).  Also, as will be described below, acute
estrogens can also cause increases in intracellular
Ca++ concentration ([Ca++]i).  Such increases can
have a strong positive feedback on PLC accelerating
its activity to enhance the inhibition of K+ channels
(71).  Thus, acutely applied estrogens can both activate
and accelerate PI-PLC activity to induce and enhance
PIP2 hydrolysis causing a reduction in PIP2 available
for K+ channel binding and resulting in the channel
inactivation and potentiation of cell excitability.

Another way to reduce PIP2 is to inhibit its
synthesis and/or increase its metabolism.  PIP2 is
synthesized from PI (phosphatidylinositol) through a
series phosphorylations by PI4K (phosphatidyli-
nopsitol 4-kinase) and PIP5K (phosphatidylinositol-
4-phosphate 5-kinase).  On the other side, it is hydro-
lyzed by PI-PLC and transformed into PI(3,4,5)P3
(phosphatidyl inositol-3,4,5-phosphate) by another
kinase, PI3K (phosphatidylinositol-3-kinasse) (42).
Whether synthesizing kinases, PI4K and PIP5K are
modulated by acute estrogens is not known.  But the
transforming kinase, PI3K, can be activated by estro-
gens (68).  For examples, it has been reported to be
stimulated by chronically and acutely applied E2 in
hypothalamic neurons (120), by acute estrogens on
transfected COS-7 and SKBr3 (a breast cancer cell

line) (160, 164) and by estrogens through the activation
of cAMP-PKA in MCF-7 cells (37).  It is possible
then that when PIP2 is hydrolyzed by the PI-PLC
activated by an agonist stimulation of Gq/11-coupled
receptors, estrogen stimulation of PI3K can cause
further reduction of PIP2 and hence, further inactiva-
tion of K+ channels, to potentiate excitation.

PIP2 binds to many K channels electrostatically
to keep the channels functioning.  However, the
strength or the affinity of the binding is not uniform
but varies among the K channels, depending on the
structure of the channels, especially their C-terminal
tail.  For example, the C-terminal of the M-type K+

channel, KCNQ2, is bound to AKAP (A-kinase-
anchoring protein) which can also bind to PKC and
promote PKC phosphorylation of the K+ channel
(72), leading to a reduction in the PIP2-channel affinity
and, hence, inhibition of the channel.  There also is
evidence that in certain K+ channels, there are sites in
the C-terminal tail that are sensitive to PKC-induction
of channel inhibition (201).  As mentioned above,
acute estrogens can activate PLC, which not only can
cleave PIP2 but also activate PKC through the
production of DAG.  Using single-neuron RT-PCR
analyses, we found that four representative PKC iso-
forms, PKCα, PKCδ, PKCε and PKCζ, co-expressed
with the classical estrogen receptors, ERα and ERβ,
in rat ventromedial hypothalamus (44).  This physical
co-localization makes estrogen modulation of PKC
activity probable, at least in the hypothalamic neurons.
Indeed, stimulation of PKC activity by estrogens has
been reported for chondrocytes (185), mammary gland
tumors (131, 177), neuroblastoma cells (192), MCF-

Fig. 6. Summary of possible membrane-initiated estrogen actions in the potentiation of the responses mediated by GPCRs
(G protein coupled receptors) coupled to Gq/11.  The modulatory actions by membrane-initiated estrogens that lead to the
potentiation of GPCR responses are indicated with thickest arrows.  Activation of AC/PKA or NO/SGC/cGMP has not been
shown to be involved in this potentiation.  The path that activation of GPCRs by their agonists to evoke responses is shown
by the thinnest arrows.  For references, see text.
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7 cells (45) and hypothalamic neurons (161).  Thus, in
addition to cleaving PIP2 through the activation of
PI-PLC, estrogens can, at least in certain subtypes of
K+ channels, inhibit K+ channel further by stimulating
PKC activity to reduce the affinity of the PIP2-channel
bonding.

The C-terminal tails of some K+ channels (e.g.,
Kv7/M channel) also binds CaM (calmodulin), and
the binding domain overlaps with that for PIP2 (58,
202, 207).  When Ca++ binds to CaM, the overlapping
binding of PIP2 to the channel tail is weakened and
consequently the K+ channel is inhibited (58, 174).
Therefore, an increase in intracellular Ca++ concentra-
tion ([Ca++]i)  would enhance Ca++-CaM binding and
weaken PIP2-K+ channel association and finally
leading to inhibition of K+ channels.  We (55) and
others (12, 73, 108, 130, 133, 182) have found that
acute estrogens can cause an increase in [Ca++]i by
inducing release of intracellular store.  In addition,
acute estrogens can also do so by stimulating influx
(4, 157) or both influx and the release of intracellular
stores (10, 11, 116, 128).  Thus, estrogens can enhance
the inhibition of K+ channels by increasing [Ca++]i.

Based on the above discussion, we hypothesized
that acute estrogens are capable of enhancing the
reduction/weakening of the association between
K+ channels and PIP2 (and the consequent cell
depolarization/excitation) brought about by the
stimulation of receptors coupled to Gq/11, and this
capability is the mechanism underlying the estrogen
potentiation of the histaminergic action mediated
through H1 receptors we observed.  The essential part
of this hypothesis is the inhibition of K+ channels.
This would lead to the following questions.  Do all
Gq/11-coupled receptors associate with same or
different types of K+ channels and, in either case,
what are they?

Mechanism of Acute E2 Potentiation of
NMDA Responses

Our extracellular single-unit recordings showed
that E2 not only could modulate HA responses but
could also potentiate neuronal excitation evoked
by NMDA (96).  Using whole-cell recording to in-
vestigate membrane mechanisms, we found NMDA
caused depolarization (12.3 ± 1.7 mV, n = 20) and,
sometimes, firing or increased firing of action
potentials (154).  In seven neurons treated with vehicle
as control, NMDA caused depolarizations of 13.3 ±
2.5, 13.1 ± 2.6 and 12.9 ± 2.8 mV, respectively, be-
fore, during and after a 10-20 min vehicle treatment.
The changes are not statistically significant.  The
depolarization during the vehicle treatment normalized
as the percentage over the average of pre- and post-
treatment depolarizations ranged from 92% to 107%

and averaged at 100.7 ± 1.8% for the 7 control neurons.
This ± 8% change is non-significant statistically and
can be regarded as a representative range of sponta-
neous variation for the population of VMN neurons.
Therefore, any neuron with a change caused by an E2
(or any other) treatment that exceeds this range can be
considered to be responsive to E2.  To be conservative,
we set the threshold for E2 responsiveness at ± 20%.
That is, if an NMDA depolarization was increased by
an E2 treatment to 120% or greater (or decreased to
80% or less) of the pre- and post-treatment average,
the depolarization was regarded as potentiated (or
inhibited) by the E2 treatment.  Of the 32 neurons
analyzed so far, 22 neurons were classified according
to the above definition as unresponsive to E2 (10 or
50 nM for up to 20 min) treatment; their during-E2
depolarization ranged from 85.7% to 116.9%, aver-
aging at 103.9 ± 1.8%.  This E2-unresponsive group
is not different statistically from the vehicle control
group in either the range or the average.  Furthermore,
the during-E2 mean is not different from that of the
pre- and post-treatment averages, confirming that
this group of VMN neurons was truly unresponsive
to E2 treatment.  The remaining 10 neurons were clas-
sified as E2-responsive; their during-E2 depolarization
ranged from 121.6% to 311.5% over the pre- and
post-treatment average, averaging at 190.8 ± 23.3%.
The during-E2 value (190.8%) is significantly greater
than the average of pre- and post-treatment (P <
0.005, matched t-test, 2-tailed) and the during-
treatment of the un-responsive and vehicle control
groups (P < 0.0005, both cases).  Interestingly, no
inhibition of depolarization by E2 treatment was
observed.  Thus, acutely applied E2 could modulate –
by enhancement only – the NMDA-evoked depolariza-
tion.  This enhancement would make the neuron more
likely to fire or fire more action potentials and, hence,
can account for the E2 potentiation of NMDA re-
sponses observed in our extracellular recording study
(96).

Acute estrogen potentiation of NMDA-R
mediated responses has also been reported for dorsal
root ganglia (125) and hippocampal neurons (54,
176) and the estrogen effects may be mediated through
the activation of protein tyrosine kinase (125) or
CaMKII (calcium/calmodulin dependent protein
kinase II) (176).  The NMDA-R mediated excitation
can also be enhanced by a wide variety of agents
through various estrogen-sensitive mechanisms.
These include (but not limited to): [1] the phospho-
rylation of NMDA receptor subunits by the activa-
tion of various kinases, such as PKA by D1 agonists
(14, 36), PKC by mGluR-Iα agonist (67), substance
P (170), 5-HT2A agonist (3) or µ-opioid (29, 95),
protein tyrosine kinase (Src) by insulin (28, 33) or
leptin (175),  CaMKII by clozapine (142) or 5-HT2A
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agonist (3), and PI3K by leptin (175); [2] increases in
[Ca++]i  through enhanced Ca++ influx by dopaminergic
D1 agonist (27) or the release of intracellular stores
by a mGluR-I agonist (69).  Since acutely applied
estrogens can activate protein tyrosine kinases (5,
204), CaMKII (172) and, as discussed above, PKA,
PKC and PI3K and cause increase in [Ca++]i, non-
genomic estrogen actions are capable of potentiating
NMDA excitation through some or even all of these
estrogen-sensitive mechanisms.

The above mentioned mechanisms may not be
all that acute estrogen can employ to potentiate NMDA
excitation.  In our on-going study, attempts were
made to characterize NMDA actions on VMN neurons,
in addition to exploring estrogen modulation on these
actions.  Under whole-cell current clamp, depolarizing
currents were injected to evoke action potentials
before, during and after NMDA application.  The
application of NMDA caused the following changes
in action potentials (APs): [1] their width or duration
was significantly prolonged by 60%; [2] the abolish-
ment or near-abolishment of the initial AHP (after-
hyperpolarization); [3] a significant reduction of the
amplitude of the intermediate AHP by more than
17%; [4] the lowering of the threshold for AP firing;
and [5] increase in their number and frequency.  Both
the prolongation of AP duration and the reduction in
initial AHP amplitude are the characteristics of
attenuation of BK (the large conductance Ca++-
dependent K+) channel function (173); and the
reduction of the intermediate AHP reflect the
attenuation of SK (the small conductance Ca++-
dependent K+) channel (53, 211).  Accordingly, our
observation would suggest that NMDA causes
depolarization by, in part, attenuating both BK and
SK.  This attenuation would consequently result in
the other changes observed - the lowered threshold
and increased AP firing.  As shown in Table 1, acute
estrogens can modulate both BK and SK.  However,
the modulations of BK listed in Table 1 were almost
all observed in smooth muscles, where estrogens
cause relaxation by activating the K+ channel.  There-
fore, whether acute E2 will attenuate BK in VMN
neurons remain to be investigated.  In the four cases
of SK modulation listed in Table 1, three were observed
from hypothalamic or hippocampal neurons and in
all cases SK function was inhibited.  Consistent with
these, in three VMN neurons tested so far, acutely
applied E2 significantly lowered the SK-regulated
intermediate AHP by more than 19%.  Thus, in addition
to activating signaling pathways, attenuating Ca++-
dependent K+ channels, at least SK, may be one way
acute E2 relied on in potentiating NMDA excitation/
depolarization.

Prospective and Outlook

Our works reviewed here have raised many
leads for further pursuit.  The main one, in our opinion
is: How do estrogens potentiate neuronal excitation?
In our studies of both HA and NMDA responses, the
results pointed to the inhibition of K+ channels for the
potentiating actions of acute E2.  In the case of HA,
we need to know which K+ channel(s) is responsible
for HA depolarization/excitation and, hence, the target
of the non-genomic action.  It would also be very
useful and interesting to find out whether the mech-
anism underlying acute estrogen potentiation of HA
depolarization/excitation can also be applied to other
“excitatory” GPCRs, such as α1-AdRs, 5-HT2 or M1-
mAChRs, and if so, whether the same K+ channel(s)
is involved.  Finding out the targeted K+ channels
would allow us to zero in on the question of how do
acute estrogens modulate these channels.  Do estrogens
affect the channels directly, such as binding directly
to the channel, as in the case of Ca++-activated K+

channels (93, 190, 212) or indirectly through the
activation of signaling pathways?  Which and how?
This is important because of the wide ranging bio-
logical roles of both non-genomic estrogen actions
and of K+ channels.  For example, estrogens can reg-
ulate cell cycle, proliferation and cancer cell growth
through non-genomic actions (35, 43, 76, 122, 153),
and K+ channels are critical for cell cycle progression,
cell proliferation and cancer (21, 38, 139, 153, 199).
Therefore, knowledge of how non-genomic estrogens
modulate K+ channels would be very helpful in im-
proving our understanding of how estrogens regulate
cell proliferation as well as how they influence be-
havior.
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